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1. VIMAX EXTENDER COMPONENTS

Vimax Extend

1. Plastic basal ring
2. Round piece with hole
3. Articulated srews
4. Adjustable bar screw
5. Metal bar
6. Spring

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Screw to ground the spring
Large axis
Medium axis
Small axis
Plastic support
Silicone band

2. INSTRUCTIONS FOR MOUNTING
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Step 1
The device is mounted by fastening the basal ring (1) around the
root of the penis, so that the two
metal bars (2,3) run parallel with
the penis, one on each side, and
the head of the penis rests in the
bowl-shaped support (4).

Step 2
Vimax Extend
By passing the two ends of the silicone tube through the holes in the
plastic support (4) a loop is made

through which the head of the penis is introduced.
Before fastening of the penis the plastic support should be pressed
towards the body so that the two springs press home.
Step 3
The silicone tube (5) is fastened around the penis head by pulling the
ends of the tube (6) on the reverse side of the support.
Step 4
The ends are pressed into the two notches to secure the
fastening of the penis head. Additional pieces of metal bar may be
added as required by means of the two keys.
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3. INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADJUSTMENT

Vimax Extend

1. The initial traction force is 600 gr. This is achieved by adjusting the
length of the device to 4 cm less than the length of your penis in erection.
2. In the second month, the traction is of 800 gr. This is the result of
keeping the length of the device as that of the erect penis.
3. In the third month, the traction force will be 1000 gr when the length
of the device is 2 cm more than the length of the penis in erection.
4. In the fourth and sixth months, the traction force is between 1200gr
to 1500 gr. This force will adjust automatically by increasing the size
of the Vimax Extender.

4. INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE AND DISMOUNTING

During use of the Vimax Extender the penis can be held at any position
except sideways. In pair of loose-fitting trousers the device is inconspicuous. It can be worn at night but may become detached during
uneasy sleep or during a nightly erection. Accidental detachment
merely requires re-mounting of the device.
1. The device is dismounted by loosening the silicone tube from the
ventral side of the support.
2. The Vimax Extender can be detached.
3. The thumbscrews are screwed home in an outward direction towards the basal ring.
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When not in use the Vimax Extender can be left assembled or it can be
disassembled and placed in the box as required.

5. CLEANING
The Vimax Extender should be cleaned daily with toilet soap and
water. A chlorhexidine alcohol solution of 0.5% can be used for
disinfection.

6. PRECAUTIONS

Diabetics must get approval from their physician and must be
controlled.
Do not use if you have taken drugs or alcohol in excess.
Do not use while doing hard exercise. Remove the device to defecate or urinate.
If you experience pain or discomfort, blueish discoloration or numberness of the glans, remove the device and massage the penis.
The penis will return to normal and the unpleasant sensations will
disappear.
It is normal to feel mild discomfort after a period of 2 hours. Do not
Vimax Extend
worry. This is the indication that the tissues need to be relaxed.
Take off the device and massage the glans and shaft of your penis
for a period of two minutes, then wear the device again.
Even though there is usually no discomfort, some days your penis
may feel uncomfortable. Do not worry, keep using the device. If you
see little white areas on the glans, do not worry either. These are
areas of edema or fluid retention, owing to the loop being too tight.
Massage the area and they will disappear.
If you have a wound or an ulcer, or you suffer from a veneral disease, DO NOT USE the device until it has healed completely.
If you develop white wounds on your glans, it is necessary to see a
doctor, since you may have developed a fungal infection.
IMPORTANT: The use of medication for stimulating hair growth, to
make your hair stronger, or medications to treat depressions, sleeping pills, tranquillizers and sedatives can significantly diminish the
effectiveness of the Vimax Extender.
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